Duality in Polynomial Models with Some Applications to Geometric Control Theory
T HE QUESTION of duality in linear system theory has remained so far unclarified and is used mostly by transposing matrices. While this may yield results it is far from satisfactory from a theoretical point of view.
In a series of papers [1]- [6] there was an attempt to study finite-dimensional time-invariant systems using the polynomial model approach developed by the author [2] . The use of polynomial models rather than dealing with matrix representations has the advantage of a richer structure which naturally accommodates any study of zeros, poles and system structure, and isomorphism.
Our object in this paper is to study problems of duality in the context of polynomial models and their associated rational models. The advantage of this approach is that the dual space is not defined abstractly but is naturally equipped with a suitable polynomial module structure. Thus, the dual of a polynomial model system is again a polynomial model system. While, theoretically, given a system ( A , B, C ) one can study the pair (C, A) by dualizing results obtained study- It would be natural to expect that a characterization of (A, 3)-invariant subspaces, which are associated with the input map, would use the space of input functions U[A] and quotient modules of it, and similarly that (C, A)-invariant subspaces would be best characterized in terms of submodules of the space of output functions A-'Y [[ X- ' I] . However, in both cases the setting that turned out to be the best choice from the technical point of view was not the natural choice and the reason for this is not clear at present.
The use of ( C , &invariant subspaces is important in observation problems. In fact, the dual of the disturbance decoupling problem (DDP), the simplest application of 001 8-9286/81/0200-0284$00. 75 1981 IEEE the geometric control theory [ 121 is the disturbance decoupled estimation problem (DDEP), studied by Schumacher [ 113. However, making one further step to the problem of disturbance decoupling by observation feedback (PD-DOF) already forces one to study ( A , B)-and (Cy A)-invariant subspaces simultaneously [ll] , [ 131. Thus, it seems important to be able to give polynomial characteri-. zations of these subspaces and this is done through a study of the output injection group.
Finally, we study in the polynomial framework the maximal reachability subspace in ker C and obtain a nice characterization easily computable using the invariant fao tor algorithm, which gives insight to the nature of the transmission zeros of a system, without recourse to the Smith-McMillan form.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section I1 is devoted to a general study of duality in polynomial models. In Section I11 we analyze the dual of the feedback group, namely, the output injection group as well as give a polynomial characterization of ( C , &invariant subspaces. Section IV is devoted to a polynomial characterization of the maximal reachability subspace in ker C.
The results on duality owe much to many discussions on this subject with S. K. Mitter. Some of the results on (Cy A)-invariant subspaces have been independently discovered by M. Kaashoek.
DUALITY IN POLYNOMIAL MODELS
Let F be an arbitrary field, F[A] being the ring of polynomials. An m-dimensional vector space over F will be generally identified with Fm. [ E , 771 =CE, (2.1) then F"' is identified with its dual space. Given a polynomial matrix P E F~~~[ A ] , with P(A)=Zj",oqAi, we
by n F ( A ) = 2 l p .
j = O
Next we define a pairing between elements of Fm((X-')).
To this end let f, gEFm((A-')) be given by f(A)= Zs-,&Aj and g(A)=Zns /= -,gjA j . We define [ f, g] by
00
[ f , g I = x Ejf-j-1.
(2.2) j=--00
It is clear that [ f , g ] is a bilinear form on F"((h-')).
That [f, g] is well defined follows from the fact that the sum in (2.2) has always at most a finite number of nonzero terms. We also note that [f, g ] =O for all g E Fm((A-')) if and only if f = O .
Given a subset
In particular, we have the following simple result:
The dual space 
A-
Our main interest is to get a convenient and useful representation for Kg. To this end we note that, in general, given a linear space X and a subspace M y then if X* is the dual space of X, we have the isomorphism Finally, let f E K, and h E LE; then
Now the F[A]-module L5 is isomorphic to K i ; hence, we can identify KZ with K i by defining for all f € K D and
As a direct corollary of Theorem 2.8 we have the In [2, Theorem 4 .51 the homomorphisms between two models KD and KD, were characterized in the following way. A map X: KD+KDI is an F[A]-homomorphism, i.e., satisfies Proof: That V is a submodule, or equivalently Siinvariant follows from (2.21). Let now f E v ; then for every g E KF we have It may be noted that dim
So far our considerations were purely module theoretic.
Our next step is to relate' these concepts of duality to the study of systems. Suppose we are given a strictly proper p X m transfer G which we assume to have a representation of the form
G (~) + N ( A ) D (~) -' M ( A ) + P ( X ) (2.27)
with N , M , and P polynomial matrices of appropriate We call this the realization associated with the representation (2.27). That it is indeed a reaiization is easily checked, the proof being given in 131.
It is of interest to compute the adjoints of the maps A , By and C . For A the answer is given by Theorem 2.9.
Next we compute B*: K i + F m . Let g E K 6 and ( E P . Thus, we proved
Finally, we note that with q E F P andf€K, we have
Combining these results can be summarized by the follow- In particular, this implies that the two associated polynomial system matrices are related by transposition.
One can look also at duality from the input/output which operator we also denote by Ti. This is a direct consequence of the equality
The second approach is to study the Toeplitz map from This result indicates already that the study of the dual of the feedback groups and hence also the study of (Cy A)-invariant subspaces may be substantially simpler than the study of feedback itself. This w i KT is isomorphic to the original system. We define the output injection group as d e group which acts on triples by ( A , By C ) + ( R -' ( A + H C ) R , R-'B, PCR) with P and R invertible. This is clearly the dual to the feedback group.
Our main interest is to study the changes in the transfer function G by application of a group element.
The result that follows is a reformulation of a theorem of Hautus 
C l ( A I -A , ) -' = C ( h I -H C ) -' = C [ ( I -H C ( A I -A ) ( A I -A ) ] -' = C ( X l -A ) -' ( I -H C ( A l -A ) -' ) -'

=(l-c(L4)-'H)-1c(AL4)-1
which in turn implies that
G l ( A ) = C l ( A I -A i ) -' B l =r(A)-'G(A)=r(A)-'T(A)-'U(A) where T(A) = ( I -C(AC-A)-'H) is a bicausal isomorphism. Moreover,
T , ( A ) = T ( h ) r ( A ) = T ( A ) + T ( A ) C ( A I -A ) -' H = T(A) + Q(A) where Q ( A ) is a polynomial matrix such that T(A)-'Q(A)
is strictly proper.
Conversely, assume T,(A) = T(A) + Q(A) with T -'Q strictly proper. Then r = T,-'I' is a bicausal isomorphism
with the constant term equal to the identity. We w i l l prove (3.3) for the map X given by X f = f . Thus, using Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that ker(A, -A ) I kerC. To this end let fEkerC={fEKTI(T-'f)-,=0}.
Computing ST f we find
sTf=~TITThf=T~-T-'hf=T'T--Ihf=Xf
as by our assumption AT-tf is strictly proper.
As the same is true for STl it follows that (ST -ST,) f = O for every
f E ker C . This proves the theorem.
We pass into the characterization of 
Theorem 3.3: Let ( A , By C ) be the obseroable realization associated with the transfer function G(A) = T(A)-'U(A).
Then a subspace Vc KT is a (Cy A)-invariant subspaces if and only if
V = E,
KFl (3.4) where TI =E, F, is such that T,-'T is a bicausal isomorphism.
We will give two proofs of the theorem. ( A , C ) arising out of G = T -'U ( A , , C ) will be associated, by Proof: For each E Fm, U< E E , KF, so Ut = E , 4 from which the result follows.
Proof I: V is ( C , A)-invariant if and only if it is invariant for A , = A + H C . In the case of the pair
Lemma 3.5: Let V C KT be a (C, A)-invariant subspace, having the representation V = E , KF, of Theorem 3.3. Then f E K T i s i n V i f f = E l g f o r s o m e g E F P I A ] .
Proof and let T-'Ep =QAW be a right Wiener-Hopf factorization. Thus, Q is a bicausal isomorphism, W is unimodular, and 
( U T )
We proceed to show that the inclusion relation EpKFpIE,Ku# (3 4 holds. In fact, since Tp = EpF, = TI' where I ' is a bicausal isomorphism, it follows that T -'U = r -' T -'U = r -'$-'E, E,% = r -'v, or 5-P .
up IS strictly proper.
This implies
K,,>KiJp
(3 -9) and hence (3.8) follows too. We already saw at the beginning of the proof that E, KFp? B.
Let now' Vc KT be (Cy A)-mvariant and assume V I 6.
By Theorem 3.3 V=EaKFa. Now P [ A ] 3 K F =IE,-'B=
It follows that Fp[A]>Ea-'E,Fp[A]
and so H -E,-'E, E F p x p [ A ] or (3.7) follows.
We point out .that another proof of this theorem can be obtained from [6, Theorem 5.31 by duality considerations.
The details are simple and omitted. 
G(A)=T(A)-'U(A) (4.1)
be a left coprime factorization of G. With t h i s factorization is associated a state space realization in KT as described in Section 11.
That there is a direct relation between (A, B)-invariant subspaces in kerC and nonsingular right factors of the numerator polynomial matrix in a coprime factorization of the transfer function has been established by Emre in is a factorization of U, with E, E F p x p [ A ] nonsingular, is also an (A, B)-invariant subspace contained in ker C, but not all such subspaces have a representation of the second kind. One naturally looks for an intrinsic characterization of the second class of subspaces and it may not come as a surprise that the problem has to do with reachability subspaces.
For the analysis that follows we w i l l assume that the transfer function G, as a matrix over the field of rational functions, has full row rank. Thus, in a left coprime factorization (2.1) the numerator matrix U E F p x m [ X ] has full row rank over F [ A ] . This assumption is not really necessary and with some obvious modifications the t h e rems and proofs can be adapted to the general case. Thus, since the factors in a left coprime factorization are determined only up to a common left unimodular factor, this factor can be chosen so that U is of the form with U' of full row rank. The main results characterizing R*(kerC) the maximal reachability subspace in ker Cy closely resembles the work of Khargonekar and Emre [9] but the final form seems to be more satisfactory.
As in the previous section we let U-E,Up 
+y;-JS-')
= U(yiA+ -' * +y,'-,A") whereas BKU( y; + -* + yi-IAs-') = Uy, for some yo E F". This proves the lemma.
We complete the proof .of Theorem 4.1 by induction. Choose K: KT+F" so that (ST+BK)(Ku)cK,. We 
E L .
Given a ( A , B)-invariant subspace V C KT we let
F ( V ) = { K : K , + F " I ( A + B K ) V c V } .
The following theorem will turn out to be a generaliza- Then KEF( E, Kua) for evety factorization with E, nonsingular.
Prmfi Given f EK, we have f= Uh for some h E A-'F" [[A-'] ]. Thus, T-'f=T-'Uh is the product of two strictly proper functions, hence AT -'f= T -'(A f ) is also proper. This implies that for f E K, Therefore, for f E K, we have where . $ f = Kf E F" and depends linearly on f. If we assume the factorization (4.8) and that f EEaKU, then f = E,g with g E K, , and By Lemma 3.5 (ST+BK)fEEaKua or KEF(E,KUa).
A special case is the following. CoroZZaty 4.5: KEF(V*(ker C ) ) impZies KEF(R*@er C ) To compute K , we notice that U in row proper with row indexes 3 and 1. So
Hence R*(kerC) is one-dimensional. In t e r n of the state space realization R*(kerC) is spanned by 2 where
Next we want to compute the transmission polynomials. Of course, they are, by Theorem 4.6, the invariant factors of E, which in our case is just A(A2 -1). It is of interest however to compute the induced map A + B K in V*(ker C)/R*&er C ) .
For f E K , we know S,f=Aj. Let us choose a basis of K , consisting of the vector polynomials 
o o -I J
This is not a convenient basis for computing the induced Of course, E, is determined only up to a right unimodu-map. Thus, we change d e basis to lar factor. Now V, is row proper with row indexes 0 and I so Kq= { O P K h = (
-)
The matrix representation becomes This can be factored as for some bicausal isomorphism r. So I;, can be taken as
Hence, since and we clearly have V,(B)3 R*(kerC).
